the unrelenting other
is a four–player game base
on the short story, stone
animals, by kelly link.
set on a three–tiered
game board, players must
decide throughout the game
whether they want to play
for control or insanity by
collecting haunted items
and moving rabbits.
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g a m e pie c e s

c h a ra c t e r s
each player selects a
character. see pages
9-10 for character
player roles.

g a m e b o a r d _ d ia g ra m

henry
catherine

carleton

tilly

second floor

ra b bit s

entrance space
this is the fist
space that each
player’s characters
moves on.

each player has his/
her own rabbit. see
page 6 for night play
mode.

first floor

h a u n t e d it e m s
players collect these
two-sided items from
the game board and
place them in his/her
set of slots. see pages
4 & 7 for details.

control
side

insanity
side

la d d e r s
these allow players
to move up and down
the three levels of
the game board. see
opposite page for more
details. players ‘tilly’
and ‘carleton’ can move
these ladders. see page
for character player
roles.

dream stopper
these items
(3 total)
stande for
both control
and insanity.
see page for
details.

basement/yard floor

haunted item slots
basement/
yard ladder
house
ladder

ladder + ladder space
players’ characters and rabbits may
only move to another floor when he/
she reaches a blue ladder-marked
space and only when the ladder
is present at that space. when a
ladder is not present, that space
functions as a regular space.

tilly’s dividing line. (on first

2 d ic e

floor and second floor) see page 10
for details.

players roll 2 dice
and move the sum
of the 2 dice. this
is the method of
movement for both
characters and
rabbits.
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3

game

board _ set up

first + second floor

place ladders in the slots.
small ladder _ first floor
big ladder _ second floor

dream stoppers
are always set
up at the bottom
of haunted item
stacks. they may
not occupy an
intersection solo
unless they are
being returned to
the game board
during a game.
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game

board _ set up

basement/yard floor

do no place any
haunted items
on the edge of
the board or on
these entrance
intersections.

place haunted items
randomly in the
intersections of the
spaces (on the first and
second floor). more than
one item can occupy one
intersection (stack them).

all rabbits are placed on
the basement/yard level at
the beginning of each game.
all characters are off the
game board at the beginning
of each game.
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g a m e pl a y

h o w t o pl a y

order of turns

turn structure

henry, catherine, tilly, carleton

first round of turns _ day mode:
1. roll 2 dice, then move your character the

play modes

number of space equal to the sum of the 2 dice (the

characters move during the day play mode while
rabbits move (all together) during the night play
mode. play modes alternate after a round of turns.
day _ players only move his/her own character by
rolling two dice and collecting haunted items.
night _ players move all four rabbits by rolling
two dice. no more than two rabbits may occupy one
space. rabbits do not have to move in the same
direction.

entrance space is the first space).
2. collect one haunted item (if possible).
3. place the item in your slots, decide which side
to face up.

_ night mode:
1. roll 2 dice, then move each rabbit the number of
spaces equal to the sum of the 2 dice. begin on the
first floor on the ladder space with the basement/
yard ladder in the slot. see the diagram on the
opposite page.

consecutive turns:
1. play character player roles (page _ ) at the
beginning of each turn.
2. follow the turn structure outlined above.
catherine cannot collect.

if a rabbit (unless it is only your own) is on a space
that is part of an intersection where a haunted item is
placed, you may not collect the item. see the diagram on
the opposite page.
players may have some items with the control side up and

henry can collect.
carletone cannot collect.

others with the insanity side up at the same time. to
switch a previously collected haunted item from one side
to the other, a player must roll doubles or a total of 4
or 10 during the night play mode.
rabbits begin on a blue
ladder space where the
ladder is in the slot.
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7

h o w t o pl a y
dream stoppers
when you collect these items, they stand for both
control and insanity. at any end of a play mode
(i.e. after player carleton/rabbit’s turns), you
may place the item into another player’s slot,
blocking him/her from filling up his/her 8 slots.
the victimized player may free himself/herself by
removing all of his/her items to the basement/yard
OR rolling a total of 2 or 12 during his/her turn.

c h a ra c t e r pla y e r r ole s
these roles are also available on the (4)
individual character player roles cards.
when dealing with havles, always round up.
henry
never home _ when you roll a total of 7, temporarily
leave the game by removing your character piece
from the board.
return home _ when you roll a total of 3 or 11,
enter the game again and place your character piece
on the entrance space.
problem solver _ when you roll a total of 6, (first
move your character piece, then) turn half of your
haunted items so that the other side faces up.
appointment with the exterminator _ return 2 items
to the board to move the other three players’
rabbits to another level. play at the beginning of
any of your turns.

two ways to win

catherine

to win by control:

always painting _ only move along the edge of the
board whenever henry leaves.

1. must have all of his/her items (8 total) with the
control side up AND
2. no rabbits can be on the second floor of the
house AND
3. his/her own rabbit must be in the basement/yard
floor.

to win by insanity:
1. must have all of his/her items with the insanity
side up AND
2. all rabbits on the second floor of the house AND

baby is kicking _ when you roll a total of 8, (first
move your character piece, then) turn half of your
haunted items so that the other side faces up.
the doorbell rings _ when you roll doubles, place
your character piece on the entrance space.
“it has to be perfect” _ return 2 items to the board
to make the other three players remove his/her
control-side up items to the basement/yard. play at
the beginning of any of your turns.

3. his/her rabbit must be on a space adjacent to
that of his/her character.
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9

c h a ra c t e r pla y e r r ole s
Tilly
discovers the make-believe door that leads to a set
of stairs _ return 2 items to the board to move the
basement/yard ladder. play at the beginning of any
of your turns.
likes the rabbits _ when you roll doubles, pick up
1-2 rabbits (on the same level) to move with on the
game board during the same turn. leave the rabbits
on your next character turn. (diagram)
divide the [house] in half _ return 2 items to the
board to make carleton move only on the opposite
side of the game board of Tilly. (diagram)
you are sleepwalking _ when you roll a total of 7,
immediately move to a space adjacent to catherine’s
space and follow her on an adjacent space during
her next turn.

tilly’s dividing line.
(on first floor and
second floor)

Carleton
doesn’t like the stairs _ return 2 items to the
board to move the house ladder. play at the
beginning of any of your turns.
you find tilly’s armadillo purse _ when you roll a
total of 9, tilly must remove half of her haunted
items to the basement/yard.
becomes haunted _ whenever you roll doubles, turn
half of your haunted items so that the other side
faces up.
“don’t tell” _ when you roll a total of 5, “moving on
the opposite side of the board of tilly” (if active)
is null.
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